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Heizer Defense is a high technology, state of the art firearm company based in Pevely, Missouri that was 
founded in 1962. Heizer Defense is an affiliated company of Heizer Aerospace, which manufactures fracture 
critical components for aerospace companies, NASA and the military.  
Heizer Defense Engineers apply the same military technology to create high quality firearms.  
  
Heizer Defense was founded by Charlie Heizer who escaped from war-torn Hungary over 50 years ago.  
He has dedicated his life to engineering solutions that support American values and freedom.  
 
For additional information, visit: www.heizerdefense.com. 
Contact: Marketing@ marketing@heizerdefense.com 
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Heizer Defense PS1 Pocket Shotgun Pistol will be carried by Bill Hicks & Company 

Pevely, MO – Heizer Defense, a leading designer of unique and high quality firearms has announced that Bill Hicks & 

Company will be carrying the new Heizer Defense PS1 Pocket Shotgun Pistol.  

Heizer Defense has begun production and is rolling out their new PS1 Pocket Shotgun Pistol to a limited number of 

Distributors. The PS1 shoots a 410/45 Colt round, but is the about the size of an IPhone. 

Gary Ramey, GM/COO of Heizer Defense noted “The PS1 Pocket Shotgun Pistol is engineered and manufactured by the 
same skilled Engineers and Machinists that design and produce product for Aerospace industry, USA Military and NASA. 
Heizer Defense uses only high quality materials like stainless steel to produce the PS1 Pocket Shotgun.  
We want consumers to have a high quality product that is safe and enjoyable to shoot 
This pistol represents the ultimate in self-defense, is easy to use and extremely effective”.  
 
“In addition, we also want to partner with the best Distributors and Bill Hicks Company is a key part of our strategy.  
We’ll be at the Bill Hicks Show in January and anticipate a strong response.” 
 
Bill Hicks & Company is in their 44th year of business, providing the nation's Sporting Goods Dealers quality product at 
the right price, followed-up with superior service.  
 
Product information and details will be available soon at Bill Hicks & Co., Ltd. 
 
If you are interested in becoming a Dealer, please Bill Hicks & Co at 1-800-223-0702. 
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